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BBC - WORLD REVIEW 03/11/2008 - MARTIN LONGLEY
Singer Natacha Atlas is now recording in London rather than Cairo, but perversely this is her
most traditionally Arabic album, at least in terms of its nostalgia. Working with musical director
Harvey Brough, she's chosen a classicist acoustic approach, as opposed to her usual electronic
reinventions of Middle Eastern and North African sounds. Natacha's ﬂuttering voice is very
prominent in the mix, allowing the space to savour every detail of her ornamented phrasing.
Around half of the songs have a 1940s or 50s aura, sensitively interpreted by an orchestra of
serpentine strings, ney ﬂute, oud, percussion and a horn section that includes Julian Siegel. The
Egyptian star Gamal Al Kordy makes a notable contribution on accordion; an apt inclusion given
his involvement in many of the original recordings of these songs.
It's not all Arabic traditionalism, though. The Atlas/Brough songwriting partnership has produced
four originals and a pair of arrangements, which revisit ancient folk forms, both Western and
Eastern. Two of the originals possess strange echoes of other songs, with the title track evoking
both Jacques Brel and James Brown's It's A Man's World.
A reading of Black Is The Colour follows Nina Simone's formula; just voice, piano and strings,
sung in English. There's also an eerie version of a Frida Kahlo poem, in its original Spanish, sung
as a duo with baroque guitarist and oud player Clara Sanabras, who this time opts for a pinging
ukulele. And then, Brough re-arranges Hayati Inta, taken from the last Atlas album, driving all
night down the highway of doom. El Asil, from the book of Egyptian singer Abdul Halim Hafez, is
followed by a lush arrangement of a tune that's at least 500 years old, with an exquisite ney/
accordion conversation as its introduction. Such diversity might sound excessive in print, but the
experience of gliding down these wayward alleyways produces a seamless sensation of high
creativity, tastefully programmed. Ana Hina is set to be one of the year's ﬁnest albums.
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THE TIMES - 24/05/2008 - DAVID HUTCHEON
Atlas's seventh album feels like the most satisfying work of her career. Backed by an acoustic
group, she channels the spirits of Arab superstars Abdel Halim Hafez and Fairuz on Beny Ou
Benak Eih and La Shou El Haki respectively. But the new song sandwiched between them, Ana
Hina, is even better. A cover of Black is the Colour is a smart counterpoint to the Mediterranean
feel of the
rest of the album, but the standout moment is La Vida Callada, a dramatic duet with the
Spaniard Clara Sanabras, based on a Frida Kahlo poem. All in all, rather wonderful.

DAILY TELEGRAPH - 24/05/2008 - MARK HUDSON
Born in Brussels of Egyptian and British parents, but raised in Northampton, singer Natacha Atlas
became the face of the 1990s world-dance-fusion scene with digital adventurers Transglobal
Underground. But here, after a string of patchy pop crossover albums, she goes with the world
music zeitgeist, taking a more rootsy, acoustic approach - but with a contemporary twist.
Nay ﬂute, wheezing accordion and elegantly sleazy strings create a sultry, retro-cabaret feel into
which Atlas and arranger Harvey Brough throw blues and Celtic elements and a beautifully
moody tribute to Nina Simone. If Atlas's voice sounds underpowered at times, her high-pitched
warble wreathes itself around these intricate melodies in a way that suits their mood of dark
nostalgia.

FINANCIAL TIMES - 24/05/2008 - DAVID HONIGMAN
Natacha Atlas has lent her trademark vocals - never taking the direct route between two notes
when fractal quarter-tone deviations are possible - to a bewildering array of settings, from beatladen dance to ambient to orchestral. Ana Hina is her ﬁrst fully acoustic album, with a series of
painstaking arrangements from Harvey Brough. Many of the songs are Arabic classics; one new
composition, "He Hesitated", imagines a marine pausing on the threshold before kicking down a
door.
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ROOTS WORLD - RICHARD DORSET
Let's talk perfection here for a moment. Natacha Atlas could record an a cappella rendering of
the Wasilla, Alaska telephone directory and you'd want to own a copy. The voice of the Belgianborn Atlas is that good. Here, with the Marzeeka Ensemble, she has achieved a balanced and
satisfying collection of Arabic-styled retropop songs. The album has the ﬂow of a well-told story,
with each song showcasing Atlas's acclaimed vocals. Atlas and her backing ensemble will leave
you with a new appreciation for the style of Arabic popular song recorded decades ago!
Ana Hina culls from the catalog of Lebanese singer Fairuz and the Rahbani brothers, her
frequent composers. It includes the opening cover of "Ya Laure Hobouki" ("Oh, Laura, my love to
you")and later "La Shou El Haki" ("Why the need to talk")and "La Feetab Alayi" ("Don't blame me").
Add in a pair of songs recorded by Abdul Halim Hafez, "Beny Ou Benak Eih" ("What's between
me and you? I wish you'd tell me.") and "El Asil" ("Sunset"), and you will know for certain that Atlas
has beneﬁted from her time in Cairo immersed in Arabic music and culture. She would have a
winner with only this material, but her other selections for Ana Hina are equally imaginative. An
arrangement by Harvey Brough based on a Nina Simone solo piano version of the Appalachian
folk song "Black Is the Colour" ﬁnds a perfect home here, as does "La Vida Callada" ("The
unspoken life"), a poem from the diary of Frida Kahlo sung by the gorgeous voice of Clara
Sanabras, who weaves her vocal threads with Atlas's. There is more to hear and you should hear
it all!
The Marzeeka Ensemble is a huge part of the Ana Hina milestone. Harvey Brough has already
been mentioned. The accordion of Gamal Al Kordy is as tasteful as you will ever hear and blends
with the rest of the crew for phenomenal results. Fairuz herself would have been impressed by
the strings of Peter Hanson (violin), Everton Nelson (violin), Julian Ferraretto (violin), Bruce White
(viola), and Ian Burdge (cello). Roy Dodds (percussion), Aly el Minyawa (percussion, backing
vocals), Andy Hamill (bass), Clara Sanabras (baroque guitar, guitar, and oud in addition to vocals),
and the brass of Dave Prisemen (ﬂugelhorn, trumpet) and Julian Siegel (tenor saxophone,
clarinet, soprano saxophone) and Antonio Gil Martinez (backing vocals on "La Vida Callada")
complete the ensemble.
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